Ecological Service Livestock Network Spotlight …

Minnesota Native Landscapes

Planned grazing for ecological restoration, economical land management.

Minnesota Native Landscapes is an ecological restoration company with decades of experience offering a variety of services ranging from backyard native seeding to large-scale restoration, bioengineering and everything in between.

Join Audrey Lomax from MNL on the 2nd when they will present on how and why MNL uses livestock with, or instead of, fire, machines and chemicals to achieve land managers’ restoration goals. Case studies will be highlighted to demonstrate the landscapes they work in, people they work with, and impact livestock --sheep, Bison, goats and cattle, have on the land. MNL will share details on how they do the work while weaving in observations and challenges. For more information: mnlcorp.com

February 2nd, 2022 -- 11:00 to 12:30 – On-line
Join the Conversation!

On-line session via Zoom: HERE and here:
https://umn.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0udeGgqzIrH9wOPrBEuSXmNXiezsV-ipMp

Bison, elk, deer, beaver, and fowl by the multitudes evolved with the land for millennia --“graze obligate landscapes”” is an apt description. Learn what these restoration practitioners have learned about employing livestock to manage and restore native landscapes and ecological functionality. --kh

Returning Livestock to the Land
Nature as Guide

Questions? Contact Network coordinator Karl Hakanson, Agriculture & Natural Resources, U of MN Extension-Hennepin County (khakanso@umn.edu)
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